
Wearable Familiarisation Game 
============================= 
Group game to learn functions of wearable device. Participants detect vibration patterns and 
then make their way to the matching sign in a corner of room.  
Participants practise replying with different dial values using the wrist input function.  
Organiser uses web page to start each activity. System sends vibrations / collects input 
responses from participants. 

Scheduled Pause 
=============== 
Wearable vibrates with the distinctive reminder pattern to prompt the user to pause for a short 
period of time. The movement from the accelerometer is logged to track the physical pause. 
The measured physical state during a reminder is not logged, but is simply used to drive the 
level shown on the illuminated on device coloured dial. The user can observe the change in the 
color as an indication of their measured pause or relaxation. 

The user sets the time of day they are available using a simple diary style web page. This 
availability schedule is used across all the user's apps. 
  

Scheduled Relax 
=============== 
Similar to the scheduled pause, the scheduled relax prompts the user to relax randomly during 
the day. The user's heart rate, and perhaps stress / arrousal via GSR is logged to confirm 
physical relaxation.  

Random Reminder RE Current Contemplation 
======================================== 
There is only one active schedule or reminder app active at one time, so that the user only has 
to recognise a single reminder vibration patttern.  
The particular type of reminder weather pause, relax or contemplation awareness is reinforced 
and supported by a comprehensive set of online audio contemplations, group interactions. For 
this reason, the user is aware and intentional on the particular current meaning of the randomly 
scheduled reminders.    

Share Arousal Notification with Partner 
======================================= 

Question remains whether the GSR is suitable for continuous monitoring, and whether natural 
variation in heart rate during the day is actually an adequate trigger.  
Question if automatic sending of a notification partner will introduce social anxiety stress 
where a user is worried that any exertion or other natural activity will result in their partner 
incorrectly assuming the user is cognitively stressed.  

State RE Contemplation Topic Survey 
=================================== 
The user is prompted randomly during their nominated acceptable time during the day to enter 
feedback answering a single survey question. 
The survey vibration pattern is a distinctly different pattern of vibrations compared to the 
reminder vibration pattern. 
The particular question remains in focus for days or a week as part of a broader theme supported 
by group interactions and on line audio contemplations.  
A typical question could be asking the user to input their awareness of a contemplation factor, 
such as the pause within their speech etc. 
Input is entered by rotating the wrist unit to move an illuminated dot on 3 or 5 colored LEDs. 
The color and position of the LED indicated the selected response on a standard 3 or 5 point 
scale. When the user has rotated their wrist to select the chosen response, the user taps the 
top of the wrist unit once to cause a click enter or select ok input.  

The logged responses are shown graphically on the users on line portal. If the survey is an 
inter-personal consideration, and the user has allowed sharing of survey responses with their 
partner or group, then their results will be shared anonymously with their partner or group. 

The user can set their privacy level once using a simple slider and this will be used by all 
apps. The purpose is to simply provide complete control of personal answers or data.    

Again, the contemplation would be held for a week? and the survey question would remain fixed 
for the whole contemplation week.  

In order to collect responses at the random time of polling, entry of responses would only be 
turned on and active for a short period perhaps a minute. It would not be possible for the user 



to enter responses at the end of the day for questions. The questions are asked live, and not 
queued up for later answering. The usability would focus on allowing a most natural and un-
obtrusive input to allow responses even when engaged in other activities such as driving, work 
place meetings etc.  

Responses would be stored on device and pushed to the cloud over blue tooth at a later time when 
the user has connectivity. Updates to surveys may remain on device for some minutes before 
appearing on line.  
  
The user would be able to optionally choose disable the illumination of the input dial LEDs to 
allow discrete use of the device. 
Given that a user can hold their wrist in a rotated position, it should not be necessary to view 
the dial to know what answer is being input to the device. Also, the double tap motion should be 
able to be performed discretely in any setting. 
  

Daily Pause Tracking for Social Support 
======================================= 
A commitment to a daily meditation or short intentional pause each morning may be entered into 
by members of a partnership or group. An app would allow the user to record their completion of 
this daily activity, and share their progress with their group. The results may be anonymous or 
identified as a user. A simple chart would track the groups combined success in completing the 
intentional daily practise.  
An on line chart would track the aggregate completion success over time.  

The user could use several methods to signal the start of their activity.  
1) A simple web page on the users portal on the site would allow a user to log on using any 
mobile or PC based browser and click to log their activity.  
2) The wearable could be used to record the start of the activity. To avoid false entry during 
the day from natural movements, a very specific sequence of movements of the wrist would signal 
the start. The user would prime the wrist device to detect a movement geture by double clicking 
on the wrist. For the next ten seconds the unit would attempt to detect an unusual distinct 
movement of the wrist hand through space. Some movement such as a Namaste hand raising, bow 
could be suitable. 
The combination of the double tap followed by the gesture would be unique and signal the start 
of the current activity. 
it would be possible to have different movements detected following the double tap. Perhaps 
moving the hands to the lap in a meditation posture could be detected by recognising the 
movement and orientation of the hands as a signal for a daily meditation. A different gesture 
such as the mimed turning of pages of a book could be detected as a gesture signalling starting 
of a written word contemplation.  

The learning of the user's particular gesture would be taught as part of the device set up as 
detailed in another use case. Initially simple and few gestures would be used. The double tap 
and gesture signal should be intuitive and easy in practise. 
   
3) Start of daily meditation could be detected automatically by having the user plug in a small 
beacon to a USB power socket within their meditation room. Entry to the room would then monitor 
the user for their particular gesture they choose at the beginning of their silence. This 
gesture does not have to be a traditional Buddhist movement, but could be something such as a 
stretch of the hands in the air followed by placing the hands on the knees.   The use of a 
beacon is identical to the start in number two, but the beacon detection removes the need for 
the user to prime the wrist unit to search for a start gesture.  
If the user had a meditation space that was shared with another room, then they may choose to 
still require the tap to start the movement sequence detection. This on / off setting for the 
need to signal the start of a movement sequence would be on the on line setting page. 

   
Chill Out (Heart Rate) Competition 
================================== 
This competition could be a scheduled activity started by the user using the double tap and 
movement sequence detection, or triggered randomly during allowed periods of the day.  
The user would be given a reminder or alert vibration identical to the reminder for the 
scheduled pause or relax. it is expected that only one scheduled reminder or competition would 
be running as an app during a given week.  

Once the user was signalled that the competition was about to begin the illuminated 3 or 5 led 
dial would count down by flashing quicker and quicker. Then when the competition starts the 
color would change from red to green. The user would then try to reduce their heart rate as much 
as they could from the start of the game, to the end. A period of perhaps 30 seconds would be 
allowed and indicated by the gradual reduction in the flash duty cycle of the green. ie at the 
start the green would flash slowly, being illuminated most of the flash period. At the end of 
the 30 seconds the flash would remain at the same rate, but the percentage of the time the led 
was green not off would reduce.  



The unit would require a lack of hand waving, and would measure HR at the start and end, and log 
the reduction in beats per minute.  
The results as with all social activities would be shared assuming the user had dragged their 
privacy slider to allow sharing within their practise partnership or group. The game may show 
anonymous or personalised results on the group chart. 

The results for the group would be shown on a chart showing the amount of HR reduction for the 
whole group on a per day basis.  

Like surveys, the collected data would be queued on device for encrypted background upload to 
the web site when ever the wrist device next happened to connect to the server. ie the collected 
results would not use battery by immediately connecting, and could take some minutes to appear 
on the group chart. 

Shared Meditation Presence 
========================== 
As part of the socially supported activities the group may choose to meditate at the same time 
even when in different locations.  
The user entering into the intentional practise would signal their presence to the partner or 
group members by sending a signal. 
A signal from the user to the other participants would be a specific unique vibration pattern or 
a specific unique color pattern. 
Another use case covers a user creating their own vibration pattern or sequence of colored 
flashes.  

Each participant could select weather they allowed their wrist unit to vibrate or flash then 
entry of their co-meditations. This setting would be specific and unrelated to privacy slider. 

The signal could be triggered by the user in the usual ways.  
1) By clicking on a button once logged onto their web site. 
2) By having a beacon in their meditation room that uses blue-tooth proximity to detect the 
users presence, followed by the user making the physical sequence of moves that they was learnt 
as the signal for the start of a meditation.  
3) By double tapping on the wrist and making the gesture that represents starting to meditate.  
  

Shared I'm Here During Skype ID 
=============================== 
During a shared skype ID session, the user may wish to signal their presence without breaking 
the group silence by typing 'I'm here' or 'Just listening', or ' Present'  
The user would teach the system their particular sequence of movements for 'Just present' as per 
the gesture learning use case. 
Then at any time during a skype session, the user would double tap the wrist unit to start 
gesture detection, and make the move.  
Then all other participants would immediately receive either the unique users vibration pattern 
or see the users unique colored flash pattern. 
The other participants would have to opt in to allow their wrist to flash or vibrate the pattern 
of co participants. 

The I'm here signal over the wrist would be used by experienced participants in group sessions 
to allow a less intrusive signal of presence. 

Unlike uploading of survey or other data, the signal would be uploaded immediately and received 
by other participants immediately. 
This assumes that a group participation supported by worn devices would be scheduled and see the 
units constantly polling and connecting to send data. Battery use would be significant, and 
require more pre or post charging than normal background wrist unit usage. 

Namaste et all Gesture sharings 
=============================== 
A user would choose to send a signal relevant to the current contemplation. This may be 
something such as 'May you be well' and already have a trained gesture, such as a hand bow. 
Any partner or group participant who had opted in to receive thoughts from their peers would 
receive a vibration or illuminated led pattern. 
Again, the recipient would have to choose to opt in to vibrations and flashes. 

The thought could be sent any time during the day, and may be received by the participants with 
up to a few minutres delay, given that the wrist units are in background per minute slow 
communication with the server.   

This app would only be introduced once all participants were familiar with initiating multiple 
gestures, and discriminating between various vibration and flash patterns.  



The vibration would remain the same 'message' pattern regardless of who the message came from or 
the particular gesture message content. 
The actual sender would be indicated by the unique on off pattern of color chosen by the sender. 
The meaning of the gesture would be represented by the fading color pattern based on the 
movement of hands through 3D space. Each of the 3 axis in space are mapped to the 3 red, green, 
blue colors allowing a unique color fading to represent a common gesture. The color pattern for 
a gesture would be a fading set of colors based on the standard movements made and taught by the 
trainer. ie even if each user has a slightly different hand movement, the mapping of this 
detected gesture would use a single color fading illumination pattern the same across all users 
of the system.  

Of interest, the unique per user sequence of flashing that the user chooses as their own 
personal identifier is a simple on off sequence of primary colors that does not have fading or 
merged blended colors. For this reason it should be possible to tell the difference between 
flashing unique identifiers, and fading patterns of color that are from a mapped movement of a 
teacher gesturing in space. 
   
  

Personal Color Pattern Creation 
=============================== 

Gesture Pattern Creation for Inter-Personal Communications 
========================================================== 
As the user needs to signal more refined messages than is possible with single and double tap, 
or rotation of the wrist, learning of gestures becomes necessary.  
It is anticipated that a few simple gestures would be common, with a subset of advanced users 
choosing to add and create their own additional gestures.  
Technically challenged users may never use apps that require the use of gestures. Gestures would 
be learnt by the user after they mastered creating their own flashing ID. 

A teacher to an individual or a group would control the progression of the learning using a web 
site. The end user learning would not have to use a web site because the teacher would control 
the flow of the lesson. 
  
The teacher would introduce the concept of gestures. 
For each micro task in the lesson the teacher would use the web site to start an activity. 
Initially the users would hear about starting detection of a gesture by the double tap. The 
teacher would then click on the web page to start the system detecting double clicks. 
The learners would then be provided with 30 seconds to practise their double clicks on the 
wrist. As per usual a double click on the unit would result in a vibration double pulse.  

At the end of the learner practise the teacher would click on the web site to stop the units 
looking for double clicks. 
When the teacher clicked the start and stop of each activity, the units would automagically 
receive the flow of data that started and stopped the particular on device behaviour.  

After learning to double click, the teacher would have the pupils practise making the standard 
few gestures such as Namaste, reading a book etc. 
At each practise, the teacher would again start the wrist units by clicking on a web button. For 
example when the users were asked to teach their wrist the movement for double clicking, then 
stretching over their head and placing their hand on lap, and pausing, the wrist unit would be 
automagically detecting the motion and learning user specific accelerometer data series. 

Once the unit had managed to detect the movement on a particular user, the fading color for the 
movement would show after the movement. 
Put simply, the teacher would describe and demonstrate the movement. Then click on the web 
server to start the pupils. The pupils would then practise the movement, and when perfected 
would see the dark wrist unit show the color fade pattern after the pause at the end of the 
movement.  

All pupils would be practising the same movement at the same time, and be observing the same 
colored fade pattern at the successful completion.  
It should be pointed out that each pupil does not have to exactly mimic  the movement of the 
teacher. Rather the unit is simply learning what ever movement the user does between the double 
click and the ending motionless pause.   
The system would automagically record the user specific accelerometer movements for the class 
gesture. 

Incidentally, showing the colored fade pattern to the user after then finish movement and remain 
motionless will reinforce the colored fade pattern meaning to the learner. Perhaps two or three 
gestures would be taught per class.  



Personal Meditation Tracking 
============================ 
The user may choose to keep a personal log of their intentional meditation practises, and view 
this on a calendar or chart on their online site. By default logging of personal non shared 
meditation sessions would be private. Users may choose to opt in to sharing a summary of this 
data with their mentor. 
Users would signal the start of a meditation session as per the signal detailed in the shared 
meditation use case. 
The start signal does not require a wrist unit, or beacon and could be entered in using a web 
site using a simple start now, stopped now button. It is also possible for the user to enter 
meditation session many days later using traditional calendar and timer controls.  

Control of Opt In Privacy Settings 
================================== 
User privacy setting would be configured as simply as possible, using a single slider moving 
from share where possible, to share nothing.  
The initial setting for a new user would share nothing. The initial guided walk through the site 
with a mentor would encourage the user to share appropriate information with their partnership 
or group. 

It should be mentioned that sharing with a group only allows sharing data for the period of time 
a user was active in that group.  
Data about the user for time when the user was no longer in the group (or partnership) would not 
continue to occur. 
it is likely that a user will have a succession of partnerships or groups, and the control of 
sharing is based on the setting of the privacy slider when the activity happens. The system 
tracks a history of the privacy settings for a particular partnership or group for the timer 
period the slider remained in the particular setting.  
For example the first partnership with partner A, may see the user only shave little data, while 
a later partnership with partner B may have had the slider at share everything. The system would 
clearly allow partner A and B to see different amount of data for different periods of time. 

Lastly a user will be provided with a single simple button that retrospectively ceases sharing 
of any data should the user choose to withdraw from the program. In effect this button deletes 
data, while retaining the data for anonymous internal statistical program usage reporting. 
ie a departing user can simply and easily lock down their account and remove any data from view, 
while leaving the anonymous trace of usage to be reported internally for purposes such as wrist 
feature use analysis, historical battery life analysis considering user activity etc. 

Entering personal availability schedule 
======================================= 
Each user can enter on line their personal availability for the apps, surveys and incoming 
notifications.  
For technically challenged users a single schedule will be set for all activities with a simple 
toggle on a weekly calendar interface. 
More technically comfortable users could choose advanced schedule where they could have more 
than one weekly calendar so that they can allow different activities at different times of day. 

Advanced users could allow incoming vibrations and illumination on a different schedule from 
user initiated messages. For example a user would block any incoming interruption in work time, 
while allowing user initiated gestures etc. 
  
Alternatively advanced users may wish to configure different schedules for different categories 
of apps activity. For example a user would allow reminders (to relax or pause) with vibration 
but no illumination any time including work. 
And also specify a second schedule for illuminated incoming messages any time an hour before or 
after sleeping. 
And a final third schedule allowing user initiated recording of gestures for meditation logging 
etc just after waking and an hour before sleeping.  

These advanced user configurations with multiple weekly schedules would not be available 
initially because they could appear confusing or complicated. 

It is accepted that the tension to provide a simple interface will result in the lack of ability 
to perform arbitrarily complicated set of scheduled rules. 

To alleviate this reduction in allowed activities resulting from a simplified and by default 
assumed restrictive schedule, the users web site will retain a simple list of buttons that the 
user can click to record or initiate an action at any time.  

Listen and View Contemplation Media on Mobile or Computer 



========================================================= 
A very simple interface using a standard web browser on a mobile, tablet or PC would provide 
access to resources such as PDF, and audio files. 
The data would be organised simply in a tree directory structure. The interface would be very 
simple, more simple than file explorer. 
The location of items would be pre determined based on the person or activity or program that 
resulted in the material being made available.  
Items would be organised in logical categories such as retreats, on line courses, ID etc. 
It is possible that an audio file would appear in more than one location.  
Each resource would be chosen by the user in the tree control, and result in a simple 
description appearing in the main browser window.  
This visual overview would be short, suitable for both mobile and PC viewing. 

It is possible that other resources could appear on leaves of the tree control, including images 
such as a group photo, retreat photo etc.  
Perhaps retreat participants could allow sharing of their face in a photo by moving to stand 
with a group in front of the camera. Then the names of the participants could appear below to 
help recalling those in your social support group.  

Detailed guidance on how best to simply organise audio and basic image or written material is 
needed. It would seem logical to allow duplication, and to have the end user automagically have 
their tree folders appear whenever they undertake an activity with Metta. 

Simple grouping or ordering by content type (audio, Skype session logs), topic (retreat photo, 
ID contemplations, Dharma talks), or date would seem useful. 

The administrative pages would be needed to A) load resources into the system with annotations.  
B) Organise resources into curriculum for particular courses or on line programs.  C) Allow 
staged schedule release by the course IT administrator during a course of the material for each 
week etc during a course. This release of course material should be as simple as possible to 
allow the teacher to simple click 'share' as they work through the course material. 

It is not expected that audio reproduction on wrist device will be attempted. Rather, subject to 
availability for release, audio files, contemplation PDF, would be able to be downloaded by the 
user from their tree browser web page.  

Integration with dynamic sources of material such as logs of skype chats for Skype ID would 
require development of specific programming API, and specific administration pages, and specific 
online storage organisation and secure encryption etc. 
     
  
  


